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Happy New Year to everyone! We hope your 
holiday season was filled with relaxation, health 
and joy. As 2023 rolls in, company diversification 
continues to be a focus, and the stories within this 
issue reflect that theme. Please enjoy, and also take 
advantage of our considerable equipment experience 
and expertise with the promotions contained within to 
help you run your business more efficiently and more 
profitably. We value your patronage … and are 
here whenever you need us. 

Sincerely,

Josh Stivison 
President
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For additional video coverage, visit 
columbusequipment.com/news/videos for more on

Speyside Bourbon Stave Mill’s experience with Komatsu equipment.

D
Distilling bourbon isn’t a new business in the 

region, but it’s a growing one. The Kentucky Distillers 
Association reports that production of bourbon grew 
by 475% between 1999 and 2022. About 95% of 
all bourbon produced is distilled in Kentucky, where 
2,619,633 barrels were filled with new bourbon in 2021.

Growing bourbon production requires an increasing 
supply of bourbon barrels, and one of the companies 
stepping up to fill that need is Speyside Bourbon 
Cooperage Inc. Speyside runs two stave mills in 
Waverly, Ohio, and a cooperage in Jackson, Ohio. The 

company also runs stave mills and a cooperage in 
Virginia and plans to open more stave mills, according 
to Bandon Bush, mill manager for the two Speyside 
stave mills in Waverly. “Business is booming,” he added.

The South Waverly mill employs 32 workers and the 
North mill employs 30. The plants run one shift a day, 
producing a daily average of 300 to 350 sets of staves 

– with one set being what’s needed to make one 
barrel. They also produce 160 to 200 head sets, or the 
flat round pieces for the top and bottom of the barrel.

Combined, the two Speyside Bourbon mills produce 

1,500 to 1,700 barrel sets a week, with a cumulative 
goal of 70,000 sets for the year. 

Speyside’s buyers source white oak lumber from 
all over the country. (Bourbon must be aged in white 
oak barrels.) Once the logs arrive at the mill, the 
lumber is processed so that every bit of it is used in 
some way, Bush said. The bark is sold for mulch and 
even the sawdust is sold to a company that produces 
pellets for grills. Other Speyside mills sell sawdust for 
papermaking and other uses.

The logs are debarked, put on a log deck, then run 
though a bucksaw, a halving saw, a quarter saw, then 
a stave saw to make the 38-inch-long boards for a 
barrel (visit Columbus Equipment Company’s YouTube 
Channel to view the process). There are multiple 
inspections during the process, and the staves are set 
aside to dry thoroughly before they’re made into barrels.

Raw, white oak logs are progressively processed—from 
being debarked to being cut into stave form—via a multi-
stage system at Speyside Bourbon Stave Mill in Waverly, 
Ohio. Staves—70,000 sets per year—are then dispatched to 
Speyside Bourbon Cooperage in Jackson for barrel assembly.

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Speyside Bourbon Stave Mill:
A MILLION BARRELS IN ...  
AND POWERING ON WITH KOMATSU 
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The Kentucky Distillers Association 
reports that production of bourbon grew 

by 475% between 1999 and 2022.

Combined, the two Speyside  
Bourbon mills produce 1,500 to 1,700 
barrel sets a week, with a cumulative 

goal of 70,000 sets for the year. 



During the entire process, “Speyside’s Waverly 
mills rely on Komatsu wheel loaders to move 
materials. We load sawdust with them, unload trucks 
with them, load logs on the debarker, load mulch with 
them,” Bush said. “They see very little setting time. 
From 6 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., they’re working non-stop.”

Speyside acquired a Komatsu WA250 wheel 
loader when it purchased one of its current Waverly 
facilities from a chip manufacturer and turned it 
into a stave mill. Much of the other equipment the 
company acquired in the sale was unreliable, and 
Bush decided to replace those pieces with Komatsu 
equipment. Between the two mills, the company has 
a WA250, one WA200 and two WA270 wheel loaders. 

“The Komatsus are really good machines, and they 
do a whole lot of the workload in the yard,” Bush 
said. “The only reason one might not be working 
would be because it’s getting a PM service. We don’t 
have any problems with them.”

“Our operators wouldn’t want to switch to anything 
else,” he added. “The visibility is excellent and the 
handling is superb.” The WA270s are equipped with 

a quick coupler so it’s easy to switch between hooks 
and buckets, increasing the machines’ versatility. 
Bush, who operated heavy equipment while working 
in a coal mine in Kentucky, finds that Komatsus are 
“easy machines to run.”

Columbus Equipment Company’s Piketon branch 
has been extremely helpful in maintaining the 
machines, he added. “All I have to do is call Chester 
[Gowen, branch manager], and he’s got somebody 
up here.” Bush also counts on Columbus Equipment 
Company to maintain any other brands of equipment 
the mill owns.

In fact, service from Columbus Equipment 
Company is so good that Bush didn’t even look at 
other brands when the stave maker decided to buy 
the new wheel loaders. “We had some Komatsu 
pieces here, and from the previous service I’d had 
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“They see very little setting time.  
From 6 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., they’re  

working non-stop.”
Bandon Bush; Mill Manager, Speyside Bourbon Stave Mill



from the Piketon branch, I knew they’d treat me well. 
We’re only a few miles from the store, so it just made 
sense to stick with Columbus Equipment Company. 
Between Chester and Ron [Bixler] and the maintenance 
guys, they are easy to work with and easy to get along 
with. You couldn’t ask for a better group of guys.”

Speyside Bourbon Cooperage is a subsidiary 
of Speyside Cooperage Ltd., a company that was 
founded in Scotland in 1947. In turn, the Scottish 
company is owned by a larger cooperage organization, 
Tonnellerie Francois Freres Group (TFF), based in Saint 
Romain, France. TFF Group, which traces its roots 
to 1906, has facilities around the world. In addition 
to stave mills and cooperages, the company also 
produces casks used in spirit-making and products 
used in aging wine.

While making barrels is an age-old craft, TFF Group 
maintains a sizeable R&D Department to find ways to 
improve the barrels they make. The company says its 
methods ensure a stronger barrel that’s consistent in 
size and quality.

The cooperage in Jackson is the first Speyside 

facility that’s dedicated solely to producing white oak 
barrels for the bourbon industry, and demand for those 
barrels is growing, Speyside notes on its website. 

Once the Waverly stave mills have made and dried 
the barrel parts, they’re sent to the cooperage in 
Jackson, which marked the manufacture of its  
one-millionth barrel in 2022. That’s sure sounds like a 
growth industry. 

“We’re a new, growing business and we’re going 
to get better through the years to come,” Bush said. 
“With Columbus Equipment in Piketon, I won’t have 
any problems with my equipment as long as they stay 
around. We appreciate what those guys do for us.”
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“Between Chester and Ron [Bixler]  
and the maintenance guys, they are 

easy to work with and easy to get along 
with. You couldn’t ask for a better  

group of guys.”
Bandon Bush; Mill Manager, Speyside Bourbon Stave Mill

Bush also counts on  
Columbus Equipment Company  
to maintain any other brands of  

equipment the mill owns.
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Columbus Equipment Company recently introduced Komatsu’s 
groundbreaking intelligent Machine Control (iMC) technology. 
Ever since, iMC has been transforming the way Ohio contrac-
tors move earth. Komatsu’s market share has ballooned as the 
technology proves itself where it counts ... in the field.  

iMC integrates GPS positioning antennae and sensors to  
control the machine—not just the blade—thereby maximizing 
material load and push. With no external daily setup, cost is 
greatly reduced. Robust automatics and intelligence also get 
the contractor on-grade faster—with fewer passes—increasing 
productivity and efficiency by as much as 25%.

Columbus Equipment Company has provided Ohio customers 
with unparalleled product support since 1952, and continues 
to do so. A specialized iMC support team will partner with you 
closely as you introduce unprecedented capability to your fleet 
… and Experience the iMC Revolution.

iNTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROL
The Revolution Continues

www.columbusequipment.comOhio’s Dependable Dealer

Contact Machine Control Manager 
Mike Fenster at (614) 802-7099 for more 
information on Komatsu’s D37i, D39i, 
D51i, D61i, D65i and D155AXi crawler  
dozers and PC210LCi-10 excavator, and  
to schedule an iMC demonstration.

Komatsu iMC 2.0
T H E  N E X T  G E N E R AT I O N
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Columbus Equipment Company recently introduced Komatsu’s 
groundbreaking intelligent Machine Control (iMC) technology. 
Ever since, iMC has been transforming the way Ohio contrac-
tors move earth. Komatsu’s market share has ballooned as the 
technology proves itself where it counts ... in the field.  

iMC integrates GPS positioning antennae and sensors to  
control the machine—not just the blade—thereby maximizing 
material load and push. With no external daily setup, cost is 
greatly reduced. Robust automatics and intelligence also get 
the contractor on-grade faster—with fewer passes—increasing 
productivity and efficiency by as much as 25%.

Columbus Equipment Company has provided Ohio customers 
with unparalleled product support since 1952, and continues 
to do so. A specialized iMC support team will partner with you 
closely as you introduce unprecedented capability to your fleet 
… and Experience the iMC Revolution.

iNTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROL
The Revolution Continues

www.columbusequipment.comOhio’s Dependable Dealer

Contact Machine Control Manager 
Mike Fenster at (614) 802-7099 for more 
information on Komatsu’s D37i, D39i, 
D51i, D61i, D65i and D155AXi crawler  
dozers and PC210LCi-10 excavator, and  
to schedule an iMC demonstration.

www.columbusequipment.com 
Serving You From Nine Convenient Locations

“With 15 years of experience using machine 
control, the only thing that surprises me is 

how far out on the cutting edge Komatsu is with 
their equipment. I’ve demoed other brands. 

Nothing is as good as Komatsu’s iMC.
Keith Strever/Platform Contracting 

Innovation From a Proven Industry-Leader



PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
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Komatsu iMC 2.0  
NOW AVAILABLE ON THE  
PC490LCi-11 EXCAVATOR

K
Komatsu’s iMC technology was introduced to North 

America back in 2013 via the D61i-23 with factory-
integrated GPS. The revolutionary technology was an 
instant game changer. Since then, with thousands of 
machines placed in the field and total fleet hours into 
the many millions, Komatsu intelligent Machine Control 
equipment has proven its ability to reliably deliver 
significantly-improved accuracy and productivity on 
jobsites across the region.

Since the D61i-23’s introduction, iMC has been 
introduced across the board—both the dozing and 
excavating boards. Today, Komatsu is proud to offer 
contractors sophisticated, productivity-enhancing 
automation on its PC490LCi-11 excavator through  
iMC 2.0. Designed to lessen the skills gap between 
new and experienced operators—while helping 
improve the bottom line for contractors—the 359 HP 
PC490LCi-11 is Komatsu's largest intelligent excavator.

An excellent match for excavation, trenching, slope 
work or fine grading, the PC490LCi-11 helps minimize 
over-excavation to empower operators to dig straight-
to-grade quickly and accurately. Built on Komatsu’s 
intelligent Machine Control platform, and developed 
with input from leading construction companies,  
iMC 2.0 offers additional new features:

Upgraded iMC Monitor
A new 10.4" iMC monitor features increased 

memory capacity, processing speed, and pinch-to-
zoom functionality in a smaller, light-weight package 
for improved performance and ease of use.

Bucket Angle Hold Control
The new, bucket angle hold control helps 

operators reach finish grade quickly and accurately. 
It automatically holds the bucket angle to the design 
surface during arm operation, enabling operators to 
perform finish grading using only arm input.

Komatsu iMC 2.0 makes operators at every career 
level more effective, and they love the technology. 
The new degree of accuracy now achievable allows 
contractors to cut to grade, in many cases, three to 
four times faster than when grading with conventional 
equipment. This translates into both greater 
productivity and greater profitability.

Contact your local Columbus Equipment Company rep 
today and lock in either a new level of profitability, or an 
expanded level … if you already employ the technology.



www.co lumbusequ ipment .com

C O L U M B U S
(614) 443-6541

T O L E D O
(419) 872-7101

D A Y T O N
(937) 879-3154

Serving You From Three Statewide Locations

WITH ROOTS DATING BACK TO 1890 AND A PRESENCE  
IN THE U.S. MARKET SINCE 1969, KUBOTA IS HERE TO STAY. 

Columbus Equipment Company proudly salutes Kubota customers pictured—Performance Training Solutions,  
Sayre Construction and Encore Concrete—as we partner with industry-leading manufacturers of compact  

equipment—Kubota, Takeuchi and Komatsu—to provide an array of options by which our customers can run their  
businesses. This one-stop-shop approach enhances customer value and covers the full line of compact equipment—

excavators, wheel loaders, backhoe loaders, skid steer loaders, track loaders and utility vehicles.

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

columbusequipment.com
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C
Columbus Equipment Company has expanded its 

product line to include Astec Industries’ conventional 
crushing and screening equipment. The company has 
represented Astec’s mobile crushing and screening 
equipment for several years.

 “We are very excited to expand our Astec product 
offering. We have had tremendous success with the 
mobile crushing and screening lines and are eager to 
work with the traditional lines. We are proud of the 
service and support we offer our customers, and with 
an expanded product line, we can offer them even 
more,” said Mark DiSalvo, vice president of Columbus 
Equipment Company’s Material Processing Division.  

“Astec manufactures a broad range of crushing and 
screening equipment. Adding the stationary equipment 
to our lineup broadens our ability to assist customers, 
especially those who need equipment for quarry and 
mining applications,” noted Jesse Garber, general 
sales manager for the Material Processing Division.

The crushing product line includes jaw crushers, cone 
crushers and impactors designed for heavy-duty use 
and low cost of ownership, whether you’re crushing 
aggregate, concrete, stone or demolition material.

Astec’s Pioneer jaw crushers are the highest-capacity 
jaw crushers on the market, and the Iron Giant series 
is designed for use in the harshest environments. Cone 
crusher options include the Kodiak series, which uses a 
unique roller bearing design instead of the conventional 
bushing design. The Titan cone crusher line is designed 
for tough, abrasive applications.

Astec impactors are available in horizontal, vertical 
and hybrid horizontal shaft designs.

Astec’s screening options include incline, horizontal, 
high-frequency, dewatering, and combo units to suit a 
variety of operational needs.

The crushing and screening machines are also 
available in integrated systems that work together. 
Producers who use stationary equipment and add 
mobile equipment to fill in production gaps will find 
that Columbus Equipment is now a one-stop shop for 
both kinds of products, Garber noted.

Material Processing Division employees have 
completed training on the expanded line and are ready 
to support it, including existing machinery in the field. 
“Our staff is contacting existing users about supporting 
the Astec line,” Garber said. 

For more information about how Astec crushers 
and screens can boost your production, contact your 
Material Processing Division sales rep today.

COMPANY NEWS

Astec Industries and Columbus Equipment Company:
CUSTOMERS TO BENEFIT FROM 
EXPANDED SCOPE OF PARTNERSHIP

“We are proud of the service and  
support we offer our customers, and 

with an expanded product line,  
we can offer them even more.”

Mark DiSalvo; Vice President, Material Processing Division
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Contact Columbus Equipment Company today.
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MECALAC: Innovative, global manufacturer
of low-emission equipment adapted to
urban application. Intelligent solutions to
access, safety and comfort challenges.
Driven by customer collaboration.
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NORTH AMERICA’S LEADING
MACHINE-CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

BROUGHT TO YOU BY NORTH AMERICA’S 
LEADING MACHINE-CONTROL DISTRIBUTOR

Ever since its introduction to North America back in 2013, thousands of machines  
have been placed in the field, amassing millions of total fleet hours … and no distributor  
has placed more of those machines (per capita) than Columbus Equipment Company.

State-of-the-art, industry technology is a necessity for efficient production.  
Contact Mike Fenster today at (614) 802-7099 and entrust North America’s most-experienced, 
machine-control team with advancing your fleet’s automation with integrated technologies. 

“No matter where you  
are in your SmartConstruction  

experience, we have the expertise and  
experience to help you integrate and optimize 

your fleet, based on your specific needs.”

Mike Fenster
SmartConstruction Manager

Columbus Equipment Company

“Whenever I have an issue, the 
SmartConstruction guys are right on it. They 

get the construction industry. The tech  
support I get out of the guys in Columbus, 
Mike Fenster, Nate, Robert … is fantastic.”

Dave Mason
Survey Machine Control Manager

Mosser Construction
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F
Family businesses are the lifeblood of America, but 

with tough economic times small companies face many 
challenges. Bobby Jacobs, manager of Robert Jacobs 
Incorporated, an excavation company outside Cincinnati, 
Ohio, has followed his father’s secret to success.

Continuing a 70-year-old family business is no 
simple task. Founded by his grandfather, Robert 
John Jacobs, and expanded by his father Robert Lee 
Jacobs, Bobby Jacobs took the reins in 2009.

“We are a small, family-centered company built on 
traditional values,” Bobby Jacobs said. With around 
16 employees, the company focuses on residential 
and commercial dirt work. “We do a bit of everything 
from digging basements and readying building sites to 
hauling topsoil.” Looking to capitalize on a business 
opportunity, Jacobs turned to Columbus Equipment 
Company and an Astec GT440 Mobile HSI (Horizontal 
Shaft Impactor) Crusher Plant.

Jacobs attributes the continuing success of his 
company to the foundations laid by his father and 
grandfather. “My father has always said success 
depends on the people that surround you.” Jacobs 
believes working hard by day and then choosing 
to hang out together after work has cemented an 
incredible team where each individual is personally 
invested in the success of the business.

However, the success of a business goes beyond 
its employees. Long-term success depends on those 
companies and products that function in a supportive role. 
“I owe this chapter of my life and success of the business 
to Columbus Equipment Company, the great group of 
guys there, and their knowledge and expertise related to 
the reliable equipment they offer,” Jacobs noted.

Working with an expanding, landfill operation, Jacobs’ 
team put their Astec GT165 to work screening clay for 
the cell lining. Running out of clay, the landfill turned to its 
abundant, onsite shale deposits. Shale is an acceptable 
liner when crushed to meet state specifications.

“The Astec 165 dirt screener has been reliable and 
performed as advertised, and the Columbus Equipment 
team has been just as reliable. With the opportunity to 
expand into crushing, I looked to Columbus Equipment 
Company and Astec first,” Jacobs said.

Jacobs presented the job specifications to Material 
Processing Sales Manager Jesse Garber, who believed 

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Robert Jacobs Incorporated:
ASTEC GT440 OPENS DOORS  
TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Robert Jacobs Incorporated’s Astec GT440 Mobile HSI Crusher Plant relentlessly stockpiles crushed shale into 3,000-ton cones. Along with 
larger aggregate, liners and rubber chips, the finely-crushed shale is used as an effective surrogate for clay to line a large, new landfill cell.

For additional video coverage, visit columbusequipment.com/news/videos for more 
on Robert Jacobs Incorporated’s experience with Astec equipment.

“The team went above 
and beyond for me.”

Bobby Jacobs; Manager, Robert Jacobs Incorporated



G E N U I N E  S U P P O R T

With a Komatsu Genuine Care 
Maintenance Program, you get: 

n  7 yr/10,000 hr Component assurance on your
major powertrain components

n  100% Core guarantee on your major
powertrain components

n  Worry-free maintenance planning performed
by your Komatsu Dealer

n  Fixed maintenance costs
n  Maximum uptime and machine effi ciency

Call your local Columbus Equipment 
Company branch today to discuss a 
maintenance program customized to 
your unique needs.

Komatsu Genuine Parts The Difference Matters™

A Komatsu Genuine Care 
Maintenance Program will keep 

your equipment running like 
new and lower your 

cost per hour. 

A Komatsu Genuine Care 
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A Komatsu Genuine Care 
Maintenance Program will keep 

your equipment running like 
new and lower your 

cost per hour. 
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the GT440 would match the job well. Aggregate 
Specialist Danny Loughran, Product Support Aggregate 
Specialist Josh Lovett, and Garber went to work on 
the specification to ensure the machine met the state-
required-sized shale. The team also took a hard look 
at the economics of the job by crunching numbers to 
help Jacobs place a realistic bid and ensure the GT440 
would become an asset for the business. “The team 
went above and beyond for me,” Jacobs said.

Jacobs outbid two competitors for the six-figure 
job, and Robert Jacobs Inc. expanded its business to 
include crushing. 

“The Astec GT440 has performed great. We are 
surpassing the state requirements for shale size thanks 
to Danny’s expertise in making adjustments; everything 
has progressed smoothly,” said Jacobs. 

This particular machine has important versatility 
making it ideal for Jacobs and other excavation 
companies, noted Garber. “Capable of crushing and 
screening, with a detachable onboard screen plant, 

the GT440 is able to crush different types of aggregate 
meeting specifications for various applications. A 
closed-circuit enables aggregate to return to the 
crusher ensuring size specifications are met,” he added. 
“The hydraulic-driven rotor allows speed adjustments to 
fine-tune product size and enables better serviceability 
and greater access to the rotor. In addition, this machine 
can run multiple operations from one power plant since 
you can attach an additional stacker.”

“Transportation to the site was simple since the 
machine folds up and is legal road height. All the shale 
must be under 2 inches, ninety percent needs to be 
under ¾ inch, and 51% or greater of that has to pass 
through a 200-sieve. Basically, we crush the shale to 
powder. When we first ran the machine, the particles 
were not fine enough. With adjustments to steepen the 
screen slope and tweak the rotor speed, Columbus 
Equipment helped us exceed specs, running from 55% 
to 63% passing the fine sieve,” Jacobs said.  “All the 
capabilities of this machine combine to save fuel and 
reduce man-hours. Producing approximating 200 tons 
of shale liner an hour with no waste, the machine is a 
great asset and has opened doors for us.”

Jacobs is looking forward to purchasing his next 
piece of equipment. “Columbus Equipment Company 
is invested in the success of businesses they serve. 
One phone call and they are here. Everything they do, 
they do it right.”

Robert Jacobs Incorporated’s relationship with Columbus Equipment Company has allowed the Cincinnati-based company to branch into 
new segments with the confidence of having a dependable partner. As the adage suggests, when you crush rocks all day long … you 
quickly find out who your friends are.

“The Astec GT440 has performed 
great. We are surpassing the state 

requirements for shale size.”
Bobby Jacobs; Manager, Robert Jacobs Incorporated



CColumbus Equipment Company’s Material 
Processing Division now represents TimberPro forestry 
equipment. TimberPro manufactures purpose-built 
forestry machines and attachments, including tracked 
feller bunchers and harvesters, forwarders, wheel 
harvesters and felling heads.

TimberPro products are known for their rugged 
build and industry-specific features that make them 
a smart choice for timber harvesting and land-
clearing. “TimberPros are rugged, but they have a 
simple design that makes serviceability easy,” said 
Jesse Garber, general sales manager for the Material 
Processing Division. “Those qualities have helped 
them develop a very loyal customer base.”

“TimberPro machines pack a punch above their 
weight class,” he added, because their horsepower 
and hydraulic capability is high for the weight class. 
“That makes TimberPro feller bunchers an excellent fit 
for the Ohio market. Feller bunchers tend to be heavy, 
and Ohio has tough weight restrictions,” Garber noted. 

“Getting into these TimberPro feller bunchers at their 
weight class can help contractors” who’ve had trouble 
meeting the weight limits with other machines.

The D Series forwarders are another unique feature 
of TimberPro’s product line. D Series forwarders allow 
the operator and boom to rotate 360 degrees, so 
operators can always face their work and can remove 
or place timber at any point around the machine.

This functionality makes the forwarder the best 
option on a right-of-way where machinery needs to 
travel over timber mats, Garber said. “You can drive 
down the right-of-way loading and unloading mats as 
needed as you progress. No other forwarder on the 
market can do that. It opens up a unique market.” 

While not every right-of-way project requires mats, 
there are situations where they are required or the 
contractor chooses to use them to protect the ground 
or keep machinery from getting stuck in mud. The 
TimberPro D Series forwarders are the only machines 

Rugged, Innovative TimberPro Forestry Equipment:
NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH COLUMBUS EQUIPMENT COMPANY

MATERIAL PROCESSING DIVISION

“TimberPro machines pack a  
punch above their weight class.”

Jesse Garber, General Sales Manager
Columbus Equipment Company
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The TimberPro D Series forwarders are 
the only machines available where the 
operator can load, haul, and set mats 
without driving off the matted surface.
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available where the operator can load, haul, and set 
mats without driving off the matted surface. 

TimberPro 830D and 840D forwarders can also be 
used to move logs in mill yards, forward logs in the 
forest, and as a combo machine with a quick detach 
boom that allows it to convert from a forwarder to a 
harvester in about 10 minutes.

The company also makes two models of six-wheeled 
harvesters, plus bar-saw and disc-saw felling heads.

TimberPro, based in Shawano, Wisconsin, was 
purchased by Komatsu America in 2019. The plant 
in Shawano is currently undergoing an $8 million 
expansion to add more than 48,000 square feet of 
space and enable the company to double production. The 
expansion, which is expected to be completed in summer 
2023, will also enhance the company’s R&D capabilities, 
according to Lee Crawford, CEO of TimberPro.

Production has been steady, and Columbus 
Equipment Company will have a healthy inventory of 

TimberPro machines, Garber said. 
“I know that TimberPro also has some new and 

exciting products coming, and we’re excited about the 
new product launch,” he added. “We believe these 
new products will enable us to continue to develop 
strong leadership in our forestry markets.”

TimberPro was started by Pat Crawford, a 
Wisconsin logger who first made machinery for his 
own use. Other loggers asked him to make machinery 
for them, too.

The Crawford family decided to sell to Komatsu in 
2019 to ensure the continuation of Pat’s legacy, Pat’s 
son Lee Crawford told the Shawano Leader. As part 
of the deal, the family asked Komatsu to maintain the 
TimberPro name and keep the factory in Shawano.

Contact your Material Processing representative 
today and discover how TimberPro equipment can 
maximize efficiency in your timber operation.

Rugged, Innovative TimberPro Forestry Equipment:
NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH COLUMBUS EQUIPMENT COMPANY

“TimberPro also has some new and 
exciting products coming, and we’re 

excited about the new product launch.”
Jesse Garber, General Sales Manager

Columbus Equipment Company



GET YOUR MACHINE READY  
FOR THE UPCOMING SEASON
Avoid large, time-consuming services 
during the busy season

DISCOUNTED “COMPLETE SERVICE”  
WHEN YOU SIGN A PM AGREEMENT
Up to 20% Off!

LOCK IN PRICING THROUGH  
6/30/23 (LABOR, OIL AND FILTERS)
Save $$$

PLUS RECEIVE A 5% LABOR  
DISCOUNT ON ALL SERVICE REPAIRS
With signed agreement

CADIZ
(740) 942-8871 

DAYTON
(937) 879-3154

MASSILLON
(330) 833-2420

ZANESVILLE
(740) 455-4036

PIKETON
(740) 289-3757

COLUMBUS
(614) 443-6541

TOLEDO
(419) 872-7101

CINCINNATI
(513) 771-3922

RICHFIELD
(330) 659-6681

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer www.co lumbusequ ipment .com

CALL TODAY TO LOCK IN ONE-TIME SAVINGS!

Special good through 3/31/23



COMPACTION CONCERNS NO MORE
… WITH SAKAI ASPHALT ROLLERS!

Columbus Equipment Company is expanding its 2023 rental inventory of industry-leading 
SAKAI asphalt rollers by over 500% in order to meet growing demand. New options,  

including SAKAI’s SW884HF and SW884ND models, will be available soon.

MODEL DRUM WIDTH WT. HP MONTHLY WEEKLY 
SW354 47" 6,525 24 $1,900 $775 
SW504W               54" 9,260 43 $2,600 $1,050 
SW774HF              67" 23,810 110 $5,100 $2,050 
SW774ND             67" 24,995 110 $5,900 $2,375 
SW884HF              79" 28,415 130 $6,300 $2,525 
SW884ND             79" 29,165 130 $6,900 $2,775 
SW994ND             84" 29,960 130 $8,500 $3,400 

NINE LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
You can rely on Columbus Equipment Company and SAKAI to  

deliver on all your compaction needs by calling your local branch today!

SAKAI ASPHALT ROLLER FALL SPECIAL!
Discount on Monthly or Weekly Rental Rate through 3/31/23
*Models SW354 and SW504 not eligible.10% OFF

SW774SW504W

VIBRATORY DOUBLE-DRUM ASPHALT ROLLERS

SW884

CADIZ
(740) 942-8871 

DAYTON
(937) 879-3154

MASSILLON
(330) 833-2420

ZANESVILLE
(740) 455-4036

PIKETON
(740) 289-3757

COLUMBUS
(614) 443-6541

TOLEDO
(419) 872-7101

CINCINNATI
(513) 771-3922

RICHFIELD
(330) 659-6681

www.co lumbusequ ipment .comOhio’s Dependable Dealer



BRANCH NEWS

W
We want to sincerely thank everyone who joined 

us at The Paul Bunyan Show in October. Turnout was 
phenomenal … including a record Friday crowd (see above). 
We really enjoyed the annual tradition of catching up with 
old friends, and making new ones! We had some great 
conversations and look forward to working with you in future. 

The 13,342 attendees—an increase of over 3,000 
and 25% compared to 2021—enjoyed perfect 
weather. Visitors watched equipment demonstrations, 
lumberjack and loader competitions, The Great Lakes 
Timber Show … and ate lots of Bunyan Burgers! There 
were 145 exhibiting companies—up 16% YOY—
showcasing their products and equipment. 

We hope you enjoyed the event as much as we 
did. Thanks again, and we look forward to seeing you 
October 6, 7 and 8 later this year.

Material Processing 
Division Promotions 

Aaron Dunham was recently 
promoted to Product Support 
Manager – MP. Aaron was the 
division’s first product specialist 
and did a great job in that role. He 
is now tasked with leading our 
Product Specialist Team of James 

Speiser, Scott Parsons and Joshua Lovett. Thanks 
for your dedication over the years, Aaron. We look 
forward to seeing you grow into the new role. 

Garrett Bailey has been 
promoted to Service Manager – 
MP. After Aaron, Garrett was the 
division’s second product specialist 
and will now lead the MP Division 
Service Team. Garrett will be 
responsible for the management 

and development of the division’s technicians, as well 
as growing the rental and distribution fleet.

Proud of Our Komatsu Service 
Institute Graduates

We were proud to celebrate the graduation of 
Joe Dragan (Massillon Branch) and Jamie McAfee 
(Cadiz Branch) from KSI (Komatsu Service Institute) 
recently. Joe and Jamie successfully completed a 
comprehensive series modules focused on improving 
our customers’ experience. Feel free to congratulate 
our new graduates when you see them at their 
respective branches.

Thank You for Helping Make the 
2022 PAUL BUNYAN SHOW A RECORD SETTER!



Thank You for Helping Make the 
2022 PAUL BUNYAN SHOW A RECORD SETTER!

Pre-owned equipment serves an important 
role in most operations, and represents a 

versatile, cost-efficient solution in dynamic 
jobsite environments just like yours. Contractors 

statewide routinely count on Columbus 
Equipment Company because of the expertise, 

equipment support and value we have delivered 
over the past 70 years in the industry.

Craig Curtis
Remarketing Business Manager
Email: craigc@columbusequipment.com
Cell: (614) 302-1168
Office: (614) 437-0384

Equipment sitting around not being used?  
Contact Craig at (614) 302-1168 today!

Discuss your equipment needs, as well as how to take advantage of the current 
market conditions and get the most value for any underutilized equipment.

columbusequipment.com
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